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I will present my thesis through this process.



INTRODUCTION
After declining for six years (Wang, 2016), printed magazines are facing the dilemma of a “paperless” era. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1,The magazine industry in the United States has experienced significant changes in recent years. Customers make fewer trips to the newsstands with the increase of digital platforms. According to the research at Technavio for publishing and advertising, they forecast that the digital magazine platform would grow from 14% in 2015 to 35% by 2020 in the global magazine publishing market . 



• Tablet ownership will be a major driver of digital magazine revenues 
(2014)

Global entertainment and media outlook, PWC, 2014
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Also, In the global entertainment and media outlook, by PWC, 2014, the data showed that there will be quick growth of digital magazine market in years 2016-2018 global wide2, Upon the finding, As magazine publishing emerges into the digital world, it needs to achieve the degree of readers’ desire that is comparable to or surpassing print publications.  As a result, designers and publishers for digital magazines must create well-designed magazines that attract more readers. 



TOPIC STATEMENT

• Food magazine is one of the fastest growing genre for digital magazine publishing.

• Limited studies have looked into white space of digital magazines and people’s preference. 

White space

User
experience

Digital food 
magazine

THE GOAL
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In this thesis, I focused on design aspects, and I addressed one of the design elements: white space. 2, I chose food magazines for the present investigation, because the life style magazines, and specifically the food magazine category, is the fastest growing genre for digital magazine publishing.3, The experimental study focused on the evaluation of white space on the Food magazine as the factor influencing the quality of the user experience.  



THEORETICAL BASIS

White Space

User Experience
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Presentation Notes
Two parts consisted of my theoretical basis.



WHITE SPACE
To assess the white space for the purpose of this research, 
the well-known “figure-ground” relationship is adopted. 

All the framed content represented by the blackened 
rectangle figures is considered as the figure, and the space 
between the rectangle figures is the ground. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is white space1,The basic definition of white space chosen for this research is “The conspicuously open space found between other design elements or objects within the borders of an ad,” 2, White space usually encompasses margins, gutters, leading, etc.  It is named this because of the typical background material of its day, but the white space is not necessarily white 



MACRO & MICRO 
• The white space is separated into macro and micro 

• The shadow area is the macro white space. Macro 
white space is the space between major elements in a 
composition

• The micro white space is the interline space, 
which is the space from the baseline to the 
x-line of the line below 



USER EXPERIENCE
• User experience (UX) is defined as “a person’s perceptions and responses resulting from the 

use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service” (ISO/FDIS 9241-21)

Interaction with digital 
magazines on the iPad

Visual Aesthetics, 
Readability and Legibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1, According to ISO/FDIS 9241-210, user experience is defined as “a person’s perceptions and responses resulting from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service” In my research, the participants interacted with the digital magazine on the ipad, and gave their perception and responses regarding their interaction.2, It quantified the readers’ response regarding digital magazine, help people to improve the design for digital editions. 



Satisfaction

visual 
aesthetics

Ease of use

legibility

Usefulness

readability

User  Experience

Dimensions of user experience:

 Satisfaction (visual aesthetics)

 Usefulness (readability)

 Ease of use (legibility)

LITERATURE REVIEW
The influence of white space on:

Perceived aesthetics and usability

Legibility

Perception
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I found the literatures which proved the effect of white space on different aspects, which was overlapped to the three common dimensions of UX.  First one is Konstantinos’s study studied the effect of white space on the people’s perceived aesthetics and usability. James Zdralek’s the effect of white space of the website on the legibility. Last but not the least, Pracejus and Douglas looked in to the relationship between white space with people’s perception regarding different advertisements and brand image. At the same time, for the study about UX. There are literature was conducted about the close aspects.Satisfaction, usefulness and ease of use are three common aspects of UX.1, Satisfaction is all about what readers think or say about their overall interaction with the object, and it covers enjoyment, expectations, Visual aesthetics and similar characteristics. This research investigated visual aesthetics as one of the aspects of satisfaction. Shird conducted a study that consisted of designing and examining the satisfaction, and user preference of interface design. 2, Usefulness is the opinion of users about how useful they consider a particular feature or function. For digital magazines on tablet, the key aspect of usefulness is the readability of the content. Readability is the degree to which a body of text is easy for people to read and understand. 3, Ease of use is users’ assessment on how easy or difficult each task is. For the my study, the concept of ease of use encompasses legibility. Because legibility is the ease of how characters and words can be distinguished by eyes. User experience is an umbrella term, then Satisfaction, ease of use and usefulness are all under it. Besides, based on the definition of these three aspects, and the characteristics of digital magazine, I narrowed down them into visual aesthetics, readability and legibility. 



RESEARCH GOALS

• The study focused on user’s reactions and responses while reading magazines with varying 
levels of white space.  

• Three aspects of user experience:  Visual aesthetics, Readability and Legibility

Visual aesthetics: The degree of how harmonious or beautiful the design appears to a person.

Readability:  the degree to which a body of text is easy for people to read and understand.

Legibility:  the ease of how characters and words can be distinguished by eyes. 



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• For articles in the digital editions of food magazines on an iPad platform, does white space 
impact the User Experience (visual aesthetics, readability and legibility) for readers?

• If so, which dimensions of User Experience have been affected acutely by white space?

• Are there any exact quantitative features in terms of white space attributes that can help 
designers understand design patterns for digital magazines concretely and explicitly?



PARTICIPANTS
• 62 female students between 18 to 28 years old in RIT

• According to Food Network Magazine Media Kit female readers in the Food Network audience 
amount to 71.6 %, 59.2% of the readers are in college. 

College
59.2%

Women 
71.6%

Presenter
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My experiment sample demographic was selected based on the analysis of Food Network Magazine Media Kit.  The Food Network has over 12.7 million readers, which is the biggest number for all monthly food titles in 2016. And in these 12.7million readers, 71.6% are women. 59.2% are people in college.



METHODOLOGY
Preliminary 

test

Prepare 
stimuli

Main 
experiment

• Questionnaire
• Objective Observation
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1，People have preferences for content, pictures, layout and etc. The preliminary test is to screen out the stimuli for selecting one reference page for the main experiment. The second aim of the preliminary study was to estimate the effect size which was used to understand how many participants are needed for the main experiment.27 pages from several popular digital food magazines are selected with different column structures: one, two and three vertical text columns. The goal was to identify a layout and a content type of a moderate preference level.As a result of this experiment, one page with two column structure was selected. The content was a recipe of savory food.2, Then the I calculated the white space of the reference page by using threshold and histogram options in Adobe Photoshop, The content area for the reference page is about 69%. The white space of the reference page is around 31%.Main experiment was consisted of two parts: first is questionnaire, the second is the objective observation.



• 5 levels of macro : 31%, 38%, 45%, 52%, 59%

3 levels of micro: 105%, 120%, 135%

15 stimuli

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2，After choosing the best reference magazine page, I varied macro and micro white.In Kripintiris’s study , 75%, and 25% white space has been shown not to be optimal with respect to perceived aesthetic. I narrowed the range and add 7% to each level from 31% macro white space. In total five levels of macro white space were created. They are: 31%, 38%, 45%, 52%, 59%. Another reason I introduced five levels is to have more data points. The manipulation of white space was done by calculated macro and micro parameters of the white space for the reference page. I measured the width and height of all the blocks on the reference page. The height and width of each block were changed based on the reference page. And then I reduced or increased the height and width following the reduced or increased white space ratio by using equations. The goal was to manipulate the white space evenly, not to affect the whole design of the page. To manipulate the micro white space, I changed the “leading” in Adobe InDesign. The default auto-leading option is 120% of the type size because 120% is considered to be the optimal point. I added two additional levels of micro white that deviated from 120% by 15%. In total I use three different levels of micro white space.They are: 105%, 120% and 135%. The 105% of type size is the same as the line space setting in the reference magazine page. 



 Seven-point anchored scale to rate each page.
 Three questions for each page:
1. How satisfied are you with the visual aesthetics of this page?
2. How legible do you find this page? 
3. How readable do you find this page? 

MAIN EXPERIMENT
The First Part (perceived self-report)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seven-point scale with anchored end points was employed in the questionnaire. It is a scale labeled by two ends. In the present study, two ends were labeled as “Not at all” and “extremely”1, First part of the main experiment is the questionnaire. Participants started to rate each page on the scale one to seven, from “Not at all” and “extremely”.  one page at a time. Each page was viewed within 7-10 seconds. And they rated each page on the questionnaire paper. Each participant was assigned to view randomly organized sequence of magazine pages. Three questions to collect perceived data for each aspect of UX.



The Second Part (objective observation)

 Legibility
Letter counting was adopted.
Number of letters participant counted and the completion time
were documented. 

o Two measures for Legibility     
1.  Average time, the participant used/ Total number of all 

letters
2.  Number of letters participant counted/Actual number of 

the specified letters
 Readability

Memorizing the name of ingredients
Number of ingredients they memorized was documented

o One measure for Readability
The number of ingredients they remembered/ The total     

number of ingredients
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The questionnaires captured self reported measure of perceived impressions. But for assessing legibility and readability, objective observation measures can be used and documented in the literature. Therefore, I conducted the second part of the main experiment.Legibility is the how easily people can read each character. In this research, letter counting was adopted to assess the correlation between white space and legibility. Each participant was requested to read two paragraphs with different white space levels and count the total number of specific letters in the text. The performance time was recorded. To analyze the legibility I used the total time that participants took to search letters divided by total numbers of all letters in the paragraph . This is the average time people required to distinguish each letter. The second measure is the percent of correct identification, which was the number of letters people counted compared to the correct amount of the specified letters, was documented.Readability is how easily people can understand the content in the article. To assess the readability, the participants were told to recall the ingredients names after they read ingredients paragraph.  The number of ingredients they remember  were recorded. And the percentage of correct, which is the number of ingredients people can recall is divided by the total ingredients in the paragraph, was documented.



ANALYSIS OF DATA

• The two-way repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

• Main effects: macro, micro white space, and the interaction effect between macro and micro white 
space variables. 

• Within-subject design

• The participants were considered as Random Effect.

• F ratio is the statistical use to test null hypothesis. p=0.05 was used as a cutoff value to designate 
statistical significance. 

• Least square means are the estimated group means using the analysis procedure. 

Questionnaire

Presenter
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ANOVA was applied to test the significance of the independent white space variables, namely the main effects of macro and micro white space, and the interaction effect between macro and micro white space variables. The random effect is useful when the sample is a small part of the population. And the corresponding variable is fixed.The null hypotheses of the analysis are:If the p value is less than 0.05, I considered the result to be statistically significant and rejected the null hypotheses. I used repeated two-way ANOVA, because each participant was exposed to all of the stimuli. LS mean was employed to answer the third research question. And studied the correlation between quantitative white space variables and the three attributes of UX.



Source F Ratio Prob > F

Macro 3.14 0.0141

Micro 11.90 <.0001

Macro*Micro 3.13 0.0017

FINDINGS
Visual Aesthetics

Fixed Effect Tests for Visual Aesthetics

38% macro 135% micro 59% macro 105% micro

The highest score The lowest score

 Questionnaire

Micro

Macro

The interaction 
of Macro and 
Micro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As seen from fixed…table, all three fixed effects are statistically significant. All the P values are less than .05. This result demonstrates that the macro and micro white space have highly significant influence on participants’ impressions of visual aesthetics. The interaction effect between Macro and Micro white space levels is also statistically significant. The least square plot for main effect macro white space, it showed a bell curve. And 38% macro white space was the highestThe least square plot for main effect  micro white space, the scores increased with the increase of micro white space. And the 135% was rated the highest regarding visual aesthetics.The least square mean estimates for this experiment shows that 38% macro white space with 135% micro white space has the highest estimate, which is 5.87. The majority of participants preferred this combination for perceived visual aesthetics compared to the rest of 14 samples of white space design combinations 



• Legibility

Source F Ratio Prob > F

Macro 4.76 0.0008

Micro 28.76 <.0001

Macro*Micro 3.08 0.0020

Fixed Effect Tests for Legibility

31% macro 105% micro

The lowest score

38% macro 135% micro

The highest score

 Questionnaire

Micro

Macro

The interaction 
of Macro and 
Micro

Presenter
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As seen from fixed…table, all three fixed effects are statistically significant. All the P values are less than .05. The least square plot for macro white space, it showed quite regular increasing curve. It demonstrated that legibility increased while the macro white space increased.The least square plot for micro white space, the scores increased with the increase of micro white space. And the 135% was rated the highest regarding legibility.The least square mean estimate for this experiment shows that 38% macro white space with 135% micro white space has the highest estimate. The majority of participants thought this combination was the most legible compared to the rest of 14 samples of white space design combinations And the 31% macro and 105% micro was the lowest, which is the original layout from digital magazine.



• Readability

Source F Ratio Prob > F

Macro 3.96 0.0034

Micro 8.57 <.0001

Macro*Micro 2.33 0.0179

Fixed Effect Tests for Readability

31% macro 105% micro

The lowest score

38% macro 135% micro

The highest score

 Questionnaire

Micro

Macro

The interaction 
of Macro and 
Micro
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As seen from fixed…table, all three fixed effects are statistically significant. All the P values are less than .05. Observe the plot of least square mean results for  macro white space, the curve gradually increased when the level of macro white space increased.  However, after 52% macro white space, the average rate for readability started to decrease. So 52% macro white space was rated as the highest readability,For the primary micro white space, the result was close to legibiity. the scores increased with the increase of micro white space. And the 135% was rated the highest regarding legibility.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   The least square mean estimate for this experiment shows that 38% macro white space with 135% micro white space has the highest estimate. The majority of participants thought this combination was the most readable compared to the rest of 14 samples of white space design combinations 



ANALYSIS OF DATA

• The two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

• The participants were considered as Random Effect.

• F ratio is the statistical use to test null hypothesis. p=0.05 was used as a cutoff value to 
designate statistical significance. 

• Least square means are the estimated group means using the analysis procedure. 

Objective observation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is applied to test the significance of the independent white space variables, namely the main effects of macro and micro white space, and the interaction effect between macro and micro white space variables. F test is a statistical test, used to test null hypothesis.Random effect is useful when the sample is a small part of the population. And the corresponding variable is fixed.The null hypotheses of the analysis are:The second experiment, it was plain two-way ANOVA. Least square mean was adopted to estimate correlation between each white space level and 



• Legibility

 Objective observation

Source F Ratio Prob > F

Macro 11.63 <.0001

Micro 33.72 <.0001

Macro*Micro 7.33 <.0001

Fixed effect Tests for the distinguishing letter time

Micro

Macro

The interaction 
of Macro and 
Micro

Measure: Average time, the 
participant used/ Total number of all 
letters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the effects test table, all three effects – Main effects of Macro and Micro white space, and the interaction effect were statistically significant. All the P values were less than .05. This result proved that the macro and micro white space had significant influence on the time participants spent on distinguishing each letter.  The interaction effect between Macro and Micro white space levels was also statistically significant. Observing the plot of least square mean results for macro white space, It showed an irregular curve. the curve went slightly down when the level of macro white space increased.  It demonstrated that participants took more time when the macro white space was less.  The average time participants spent on distinguishing word for 31% was the longest. Comparatively, the average time for distinguishing letter on the 59% macro white space was the least. The plots of searching time regarding micro white space, demonstrated that the higher micro white space, the less time spend on distinguishing letter. 135% of micro white space had the most positive effect on the time of distinguishing letter.According to the least square plot of distinguishing time for interaction of micro and macro white space, it showed that 52% macro white space with 135% micro white space was the easiest design for participants to distinguish each letter in the paragraphs. On the other hand, participants spent longest average time on distinguishing letter in the paragraphs on the 31% macro white space and 105% micro white space. 



• Legibility

 Objective observation

Source F Ratio Prob > F

Macro 1.20 0.3153

Micro 3.16 0.0472

Macro*Micro 3.75 0.0008

Fixed effect Tests for the percent of correct 
for letter counting 

The least square plot of percent of correct for letter counting, 
micro white space

The least square plot of percent of correct for letter counting, 
Interaction of macro and micro white space

Measure: Number of letters 
participant counted/Actual number 
of the specified letters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to get better understanding of the correlation between legibility and white space, the researcher calculated the percent of correct for letter counting. From the effect test table, the macro white space had no significant effect on the percent of correct for letter counting.  Micro white space and the interaction of micro and macro white space had highly significant influence on the percent of correct for letter countingThe least square mean plot of percent of correct showed that with the increase of micro white space the correct of letter counting increased.  135% micro whitespace had the highest least square mean of percent of correct. Comparatively, the percent of correct was the lowest when the micro white space was 105%.Here, regarding micro white space, I found that the results of legibility, objective observation and questionnaire results, perceived data have consistency.135% micro white space the most positive effect on the legibilityThe least square plot of macro and micro white space combination, showed that the highest percent of correct responses happened when  micro white space was 120%, and macro white space was 59%. The lowest least square mean of percent of correct occurred at the point of the 135% micro with 59% macro white space.The least square plot of macro and micro white space combination, it showed that with The three combination: 120% micro with 52% macro, 120% micro white 59% macro and  had close high average percent of correct.



• Readability

 Objective observation

Source F Ratio Prob > F

Macro 3.56 0.0095

Micro 14.53 <0.0001

Macro*Micro 6.64 <0.0001

Fixed effect tests for the percent of correct recall 

Micro

Macro

The interaction 
of Macro and 
Micro

Measure: The number of ingredients 
they remembered/ The total     
number of ingredients
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In order to get better understanding of the correlation between readability and white space, the researcher calculated the percent of correct, how much participants memorized. From the effect test table, According to the effect size table, all the effects were significant for this readability measure.   The least square plot of macro and micro white space combination, showed an irregular curve with the increase of macro white space. The 31% macro white space had the highest percent of correct regarding readability, and 59% macro white space was the lowest. Some discrepancies existed while comparing the results from the first and the second experiment. The researcher believed that it related to people’s reading habits and capability of memorizing. For the primary micro white space, the plots showed that the highest percent of correct of people memorize when they read the text with 120% micro white space. It demonstrated that the least square mean of percent dropped quickly when the micro white space increased to 135% .For the interaction of micro white space and macro white space, three curves did not show any linear trend. The highest percent of correct happened when the micro white space was 120% and macro white space was 31%. The lowest percent of correct happened when the micro white space was 135% and macro white space was 31%. The percent of correct which participants recalled was related to the change of micro white space. 



CONCLUSIONS

1. For articles in the digital editions of food magazines on an iPad platform, does white space 
impact the User Experience (visual aesthetics, readability and legibility) for readers?

2. If so, which dimensions of User Experience have been affected acutely by white space?

 Three fixed effects: macro, micro and the interaction of macro and micro white space had significant 
impact on all three attributes of UX based on the questionnaire data. 

3. Are there any exact quantitative features in terms of white space attributes that can help 
designers understand design patterns for digital magazines concretely and explicitly?

 The questionnaire data demonstrated that majority of 62 participants chose the 38% macro white 
space and 135% micro white space as the best combination regarding all three aspects of UX. 

Questionnaire

Presenter
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Answer the research questions:2. If so, which dimensions of UX have been affected acutely by white space?3. Are there any exact quantitative features in terms of white space results that can help designers understand design patterns for digital magazines concretely and explicitly?From the objective observation, for the macro white space and the interaction of macro and micro white space, the least square mean plots didn’t shows too much linear trend. Regarding micro white space, I found that the results of legibility, objective observation and questionnaire results, perceived data have consistency.



CONCLUSIONS
1. For articles in the digital editions of food magazines on an iPad platform, does white space impact 

the User Experience (visual aesthetics, readability and legibility) for readers?
2. If so, which dimensions of User Experience have been affected acutely by white space?

– For the Legibility: 
• The macro, micro white space and their interaction were important factors affecting the time for 

distinguishing letters.  Micro white space and macro/micro interaction were significant for the percent of 
correct letter counting. 

• Macro white space didn’t have significant effect on the percent of correct for letter counting.  

– For the Readability all three effects were significant.

3. Are there any exact quantitative features in terms of white space attributes that can help 
designers understand design patterns for digital magazines concretely and explicitly?
 135 % Micro white space had the most significant effect on legibility.
 120% Micro white space had the most positive effect on readability.

Objective Observation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objective responses painted a somewhat different picture.From the objective observation, for the macro white space and the interaction of macro and micro white space, the least square mean plots didn’t shows too much linear trend. Regarding micro white space, I found that the results of legibility, objective observation and questionnaire results, perceived data have consistency.There are discrepancy between the objective observation and the perceived data regarding micro white space and readabilityI assumed, Although people perceived that 135% is the most readable, they are used to read text with the default setting unconciously, which is 120%.



FUTURE RESEARCH
• In the future, the study of the effects of negative space as the generalization of the white space 

concept can be conducted with different colors of the  background.  White text on the black 
background is an example.

• Choice of different letters for the legibility study may reveal different effects of Macro and 
Micro white space and can be a goal for the future research.

• White space on the mobile devices.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the sample magazine pages were designed by using white background and black text. It would also be interesting to study on the effect of negative space with different colored background.The limitation of my study was choosing the letter for assessing legibility, for participants to count in the paragraphs. Different letter may have effect on the legibility, because general letters include those with ascenders, those with descanters and those with neither. Due to the reading text content, I had to choose two different letter with close quantity, the letter “i” and “s”.In my study, the reference magazine page is two- column layout. The future research could test the white space on the mobile devices, because the mobile devices users are rapidly increasing now.
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